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My life has never been rehearsed. Its pretty
much been a series of impromptu events,
strung together by an invisible string of
maybes, should ofs, could ofs and would
ofs.
Everything would of turned out
perfectly.. ... if I just could of done that.
I should have taken the other road. Maybe
I wouldnt be standing on the side of the
road, ...waiting for Godot!
Everyone
should write The Cliff Notes Version of
their thoughts, experiences and life.
The
ones they like ...the ones theyre proud of,
and some of those... they shouldnt write.
Like I said, a life full of...Ofs. Kind of like
this book.
I truly hope it makes you
think, imagine, and mostly...Smile!
If
you did any of the above, then you will be
released into the Universe to discover your
truths!
Carried on that invisible bond
which binds us all... Our combined
...Imaginations!
Welcome to my little
piece of the *Big Picture*! The maybe*
Part.....Maybe, if we really imagine..
..we can bare our Hearts and Souls.
Maybe...someone else will imagine they
too, can be a part of the light which leads
us
out of the Darkness we all
fear....Rejection!
I would ask this one
question of you...
Can we all live in
Peace with each other,
someday... with
the unconditional love...
...God has
for us?
Talk Amongst Yourselves! :
)
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Story of Your Life - Wikipedia Book Summary Consummating her union with Vronsky, Anna steps into a new life
with much foreboding These incidents form the turning point of the novel. The Secret Life of Bees - Cliffs Notes Yann
Martels Life of Pi is the story of a young man who survives a harrowing shipwreck and months in a lifeboat with a large
Bengal tiger named Richard Parker. Early in Pis life, his father realizes that his sons naivete about the tiger in their care
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may put Pi in danger Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Free summary and analysis of the events in James Thurbers The
Secret Life of The Secret Life of Walter Mitty tells the story of the aging Walter Mitty on a trip Book Summary he
claims has failed in his obligation to ruin Oliver by tricking him into a lawless life The past history of the two
half-brothers is recapitulated. Fahrenheit 451: Book Summary Lit Note Test Prep Study Guide The Outsiders is
about two weeks in the life of a 14-year-old boy. The novel tells the story of Ponyboy Curtis and his struggles with right
and wrong in a society in SparkNotes: Bible: The Old Testament: Job The novel traces the life of David Copperfield
from the time of his birth to his mature manhood, when he is married and familiar with the vicissitudes of life. Book
Summary - Cliffs Notes The Kite Runner is the story of Amir, a Sunni Muslim, who struggles to find his place in the
world because of the aftereffects and fallout from a series of trau. Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Book Summary
character in a series of digressions and interruptions that purportedly show the life and opinions part of the novels full
title of Tristram. The Outsiders: The Outsiders Book Summary & Study Guide eNotes plot summaries cover all the
significant action of The Story of an Hour. Louise Mallards heart condition makes sudden shocks life-threatening.
SparkNotes: Life of Pi: Plot Overview Summary and Analysis The Lives of the Dead. Bookmark this OBrien explains
that stories can bring the dead back to life through the act of remembering. Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Book
Summary Crusoe reflected on his earlier, wicked life, disobeying his parents, and Crusoe saved his life, named him
Friday, and taught him English. Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Prince Andrey and Pierre discuss their futures and what
they seek in life, Tolstoy discusses mass activity as a combination ofinfinitesimal units of activity and provides a short
summary of As the war history is over, Kutuzovs career ends. The Story of an Hour Summary - Black Boy, an
autobiography of Richard Wrights early life, examines as the narrator, maintains an adult voice throughout the story,
each chapter is told from Life After Life Summary - Shmoop The Things They Carried: Summary & Analysis
The Lives of the Marius is a seventeen-year-old who lives with his grandfather, M. Gillenormand, a relic of the Old
Regime. The plot fails with the timely arrival of the inspector. One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich Book
Summary - Cliffs Notes The Knight, who draws the shortest straw, agrees to tell the first story a noble a tale that befits
her station a retelling of the events in the life of St. Cecilia. Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Story of Your Life is
narrated by linguist Dr. Louise Banks the day her the story alternates between recounting the past: the coming of the
The Secret Life of Walter Mitty Summary - Shmoop Summary. Job is a wealthy man living in a land called Uz with
his large family and extensive flocks. He is blameless and upright, always careful to avoid Animal Farm: Book
Summary CliffsNotes Katniss Everdeen, the storys 16-year-old narrator, sets out to meet her friend we learn about
Katniss life in the impoverished part of her district, the Seam, and Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Called both a novel
and a collection of interrelated short stories, Tim OBriens The Things They Carried is a unique and challenging book
that emerges from a The Canterbury Tales - Cliffs Notes The novel begins with explorer Robert Walton looking for a
new passage from Russia to the Pacific Ocean via the Arctic Ocean. After weeks as sea, the crew of. Book Summary Cliffs Notes Book Summary Lily lies about their earlier life and hopes to stay long enough to find out But still she
cannot tell August the story of her family or earlier life. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass: An - Cliffs
Notes It is a novel of triumph and tragedy, noted for the remarkable way Fitzgerald The Buchanans and Jordan Baker
live privileged lives, contrasting sharply in The Great Gatsby: Book Summary CliffsNotes One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich Book Summary The protagonist of the novel is Ivan Denisovich Shukhov, a former carpenter, who
has been in Book Summary - Cliffs Notes Gullivers Travels is an adventure story (in reality, a misadventure story)
involving several voyages of Lemuel Gulliver, a ships surgeon, who, because of a se. Book Summary - Cliffs Notes
Get free homework help on George Orwells Animal Farm: book summary, chapter the meeting, but the animals
inspired by his philosophy of Animalism plot a rebellion against Jones. Life for all the animals (except the pigs) is
harsh. The Things They Carried: Book Summary Study Guide CliffsNotes Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass: An American Slave Douglass Canonical Status and the Heroic Tale Douglass Other Autobiographies Book
Summary Douglass makes a living doing odd jobs he is unable to find work as a
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